
Alumnae Update
THE SKY’S THE LIMIT FOR NOTRE DAME GIRLS
From inventing a multi-award winning app that is changing the way we shop 
to flying the Prime Minister to an EU Summit, Notre Dame girls go on to build 
flourishing careers and remain a great inspiration to younger students. Here’s a 
round-up of what some of our ‘old girls’ have achieved in the past year or two… 2017/2018

n  The sky is, quite literally, the limit for Francesca 
Edwards, who has completed a Masters Degree in 
Human and Applied Physiology at King’s College 
in London. Francesca joined the university’s Air 
Squadron in her very first week and in the past 
four years has learned how to fly a plane solo, 
flown the (then) Prime Minister David Cameron to 
an EU Summit in Brussels and interviewed British 
astronaut Tim Peake live on TV while he was on 
board the International Space Station!

Says Francesca: “Aviation is my speciality 
in physiological terms, especially the effects 
of G-force on the body. My undergraduate 
dissertation was on the effects of G-force on the 
cardiovascular system in fast-jet pilots and my 
Masters research project focused on G-force effect 
on the lungs. In fact, I was testing myself at the 
Human Centrifuge Centre in Farnborough, so got 
to spend a lot of time spinning in the centrifuge, 
which was great fun!”

Francesca can now look forward to a wide choice 
of careers using her degree: “I plan to apply to the 
RAF as a Regular Officer and, depending on test 
scores, will either join as a pilot or an intelligence 
officer. Alternatively, I could work as a scientist at E

Snap! Jenny 
is the image 
of digital 
innovation
n  What do pop superstar Adele, tennis 
champion Andy Murray, actress Emma 
Watson and Notre Dame alumna Jenny 
Griffiths all have in common? They’ve 
been named by global media magazine 
Forbes as being among Europe’s most 
influential people under 30. Not only  
that, but Jenny has also been awarded  
an MBE for services to digital innovation  
in the fashion industry!

Jenny, 29, who left Notre Dame for Bristol 
University in 2005, was awarded her MBE 
at the tender age of 27 after founding Snap 
Fashion, a multi award-winning fashion 
app that lets fashion fans find clothes using 
photographs. 

The first fashion-focused visual search 

engine in Britain, Snap Fashion lets users ‘snap’ 
a picture of an item of clothing – whether in a 
magazine, on a website or on the street – and 
then searches for similar items from a vast 
catalogue of online retailers including big 
names like Topshop, New Look, Miss Selfridge, 
John Lewis, Liberty London and Harrods.

An instant hit when it was officially launched 
in 2012, Snap Fashion has been hailed as 
‘genius’ by the fashion press and made it into 
the Sunday Times Top 15 Fashion Apps in 
the World list in its first year. Since then, the 
company has gone from strength to strength 
and has recently added shoes, handbags and 
menswear to the App. Says self-confessed 
‘geek-chic’ CEO Jenny: “We want to put the 
fun back into online shopping, making it fast, 
fulfilling and the best way of discovering new 
brands. We now have 250 retailers on board 
and there are a quarter of a million ‘snaps’ using 
the app every month.”

Jenny is more modest about her investiture 
at Buckingham Palace, during which she was 
presented with her MBE by the Princess Royal. 
Asked about the honour, received in the 2015 
Queen’s Birthday Honours List, she says: “It’s 
just amazing because I’m obviously quite young 
and just think that what I’m doing is normal. 
At the end of the day, we’re creating a product 
that we all love to use!”

Everyone at Notre Dame is extremely 
proud of Jenny and wishes her and her 
talented team even more success in the 
future. If you’d like to learn more about 
Snap Fashion, go to www.snapfashion.com. 
The SnapFashion app is available for either 
iOS or Android.

Pilot Francesca feels 
the G-force



n  Law is always a popular career choice and Ellie 
Keighley Elstub had already secured a training 
contract with leading City firm Linklaters in 
advance of starting law school in September 2017. 
“I did internships during my second summer at 
commercial law firms Macfarlanes and Linklaters, 
which is when I was offered the training contract,” 
says Ellie, who completed a three-year history 
degree at the University of Bristol. “I think the most valuable thing I have taken 
away from my time at Notre Dame is the ‘can do’ attitude every girl is taught, 
whether in studies, extra-curricular activities or volunteering. It really gave me 
the confidence I needed to take on challenges outside of school.”

n  Meanwhile, music has taken Sara Killingback three times 
around the world since she left Notre Dame in 1979 after 
11 happy years. Known professionally by her stage name 
of Szara King, Sara writes: “When I left school, I knew what 
I wanted to do thanks to my inspirational music teacher 
Mrs. Gilliver and my drama teacher Mrs. Treherne. I went 
to drama school and then into professional theatre and TV 
work, singing, dancing and acting. For the past 30 years,  
I have earned my living as a singer, working all over the 
world in hotels, theatres and on cruise ships. I’ve recently 
also achieved a long-held ambition to complete an Honours 
degree in Mathematics and Statistics through the Open 
University!” If you want to listen to Sara sing, go to her 
website www.szaraking.biz.

n  It’s now ten years since 34-year old 
alumna Ruth Wilson rose to prominence 
playing Jane Eyre in a much-admired BBC 
series. Since then, she’s played a range 
of demanding, complex roles opposite 
such acting luminaries as Dominic West 
(The Affair), Jude Law (Anna Christie) 
and Idris Elba (Luther). Her most recent 
tour de force was performing the lead 
role of Henrik Ibsen’s Hedda Gabler at 
the National Theatre London. Calling 
Ruth ‘sensational’, theatre critic Dominic 
Cavendish pronounced the sell-out play 
‘one of the productions of the year’. 

n  Staying in the West End, alumna 

Patsy Ferran also won rave reviews for 
her performance in Speech and Debate, 
a lively comedy about teenage dilemmas 
set in the US. Said Ann Treneman of The 
Times: “Ferran has spit-spot comic timing 
and it is worth going to see her alone. She 
deserves to be a big star.”  The Guardian’s 
Michael Billington agreed, writing: “As she 
proved as Jim in Treasure Island and Celia 
in As You Like It at The National, Ferran 
has a natural comic gift.” Patsy has also 
appeared on our TV screens recently  
as Mercy, the naïve servant girl in 
Jamestown – a drama from the makers  
of Downton Abbey about English settlers 
in America in 1617.

the Human Centrifuge Centre and be an RAF Reservist in 
my spare time. I have also considered studying medicine 
and joining the RAF as a medic.” 

Francesca credits Notre Dame with giving her the 
skills to succeed in an area which is often dominated by 
men: “Two years ago, I was the only female to complete 
a Commissioning course at RAF Cranwell and graduated 
as Acting Pilot Officer, leading a flight of students as their 
flight commander for the following year. I’m now in charge 
of all sports on the squadron and have instructed on 
squadron ski trips on two occasions.

“I simply couldn’t have done any of this without the 
public speaking skills I learned at Notre Dame. The school 
also taught me to grab every opportunity, and try things 
outside my comfort zone – which is how I came to fly a 
plane solo for the first time and camp in the Canadian 
wilderness for 10 days! I also rowed for Kings College 
London for two years, and the amount of extra curricular 
activity I did at school gave me the organisational skills  
to be able to do that, pull off a degree and learn to fly all  
at the same time.”

Continued from front page

So Alicia Cox only has to glance out 
of her office window at the Palace 
of Westminster to be reminded of 
the huge importance of her work as 
Assistant Private Secretary to Baroness Joanna Shields OBE, Minister for Internet 
Safety and Security. 

Alicia (24), was promoted to this position in March 2017, after just 18 months’ training as a cyber 
security apprentice at the Home Office. Alicia joined the Civil Service Fast Track Apprenticeship 
Scheme in 2015 after coming across the ‘Get In Go Far’ Government Apprentice website. 
With A Levels in maths, biology and geography, she had no previous experience of IT. After an 
exhaustive selection process, she was selected as one of 50 apprentices recruited nationwide, 
and started work at the Home Office within a stone’s throw of Big Ben. 

Working for a Minister is, she says, a dream come true: “Baroness Shields began her career 
in Silicon Valley and spent over 25 years building some of the world’s best known technology 
companies including Google, Aol and Facebook, so I really am learning from someone who is an 
expert in an area which has real relevance both now and in the future.”

She’s got a point. The 2017 hacking of computer systems at over 50 NHS trusts, plus the ease 
with which extremist organisations can use the internet for their own terrifying ends, has thrust 
internet safety right to the top of the Government’s agenda. Alicia’s role is to support Baroness 
Shields, who is also the Prime Minister’s Special Representative on Internet Crimes and Harms, 
in her drive to remove terrorist, radicalising and extremist content from the internet, make it a 
safer place for children and promote safe, open internet access for everyone. 

It’s a job she feels confident to take on after her apprenticeship, during which she received 
excellent training and ‘on the job’ experience supporting the Home Office team responsible for 
protecting Government computer systems. 

Now equally at home in the House of Lords, Alicia credits the school for equipping her with 
the skills and confidence to operate at a senior level: “Notre Dame prepares us well for the 
workplace and I know how to listen, be interested and take feedback.”

Her public speaking skills also come in handy when she has to address large meetings: 
“The audience is usually at least six salary grades above me but, thanks to the public speaking 
experience I had at school, no-one notices how nervous I am!” she confides.

Alicia loves her job and is excited about her prospects: “It’s so rewarding to be able to 
combine a role that’s serving the public with a world-class education and know that I am 
helping to make the internet a safer place for everyone.” 

n  Guy Fawkes may have set out to 
destroy the Houses of Parliament with 
gunpowder, treason and plot, but in 
these troubled times, it’s more likely 
to be a sophisticated cyber attack that 
threatens the seat of government.

n  Many of our students have gone on to study medicine or 
veterinary science, including Francesca Back, who left Year 
13 in 2016 and went up to Balliol College, Oxford, to read 
Medicine. Now well into her second year, Francesca reports 
that she is loving her course, although the pace is hectic: 
“The work is really tough but I expected that and I’m used to 
it now,” she says, adding that her favourite subject so far has 
been the anatomy of the heart and the cardiovascular system. 
A keen rower, she also continues to play netball and has 
enjoyed volunteering in the local teaching hospital’s paediatrics 
department. Could this be a future career path when she 
qualifies in five years’ time? “Possibly,” she says, “but I want to 
keep my options open for the time being.” 

n  Many of our alumnae are pursuing business 
careers and moving quickly up through the ranks 
to management positions. Take Louise Gwyther for 
example, who left Notre Dame in 2012 and graduated 
from Newcastle University in 2015 with a degree 
in politics. Louise now works for a well-respected 
technology business that provides IT solutions to a 
wide range of well-known companies. As Client Delivery 
Manager on one of the biggest accounts, Network Rail, 
Louise manages the client relationship and also the 
technical team in India. Reports Louise: “I’ve learnt a 
huge amount since I started here and look forward to 
gaining experience on other accounts before moving 
further up the ladder.”
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n  Languages are a particular 
strength at Notre Dame and 
Georgia Kyprianou, who left Notre 
Dame in 2012, is well on her way to 
achieving her Year 9 ambition of 
being a professional interpreter. 
Georgia completed a BA in Modern 
Languages (French, Spanish 
and Russian) at the University 
of Southampton and has now 
completed a Masters degree in 
being a Conference Interpreter. 
“My dream is to work for big 
organisations like the EU and UN,” 
says Georgia. “The course was 
tough, particularly when you have 
to do simultaneous interpreting and 
really need to think on your feet, 

but it’s exciting and very rewarding. 
Needless to say, and as clichéd as it 
might sound, nothing is impossible 
if you believe you can do it, so my 
advice to current students is to 
dream big!”

n  The UK fashion industry is booming, which is good news for 
alumna Sophie Lightowlers, whose graduate collection ‘Biophilia’ 
was lauded by Vogue magazine and featured on vogue.com.

Sophie left Notre Dame in 2014 to begin a BA in Fashion and 
Textiles at the Winchester School of Art, part of the University of 
Southampton. Her Autumn/Winter 2017 Ready to Wear Collection 
so impressed her tutors that it was selected to be shown on the 
catwalk at the school’s London press show, where it attracted 
fulsome praise from industry insiders and the fashion press. A 
shoot for Vogue soon followed and she was also interviewed on 
BBC South Today. Says Sophie, who interned with designer Julien 
MacDonald during her degree: “I was thrilled that my designs 
received such an enthusiastic response and am now hoping to 
secure a position in a luxury design house.”

With a Vogue photo shoot already in the bag, we’re sure she’s 
going to be snapped up very soon and look forward to following 
her career in this fascinating industry.

n  When it comes to dreams, they don’t come much 
bigger than competing in the Olympics and making 
a splash in Tokyo in 2020 is the goal of our champion 
swimmer Hannah Burvill. After an outstanding 
swimming career at Notre Dame, Hannah left Year 13 
in 2016 and crossed the Atlantic to take up a full four-
year scholarship to swim and study at the University of IOWA. 

Hannah has certainly made waves, sprinting to a new university record in the 100m 
freestyle event at the inaugural USA College Challenge, and smashing three school records in 
the relays. She also won ‘Freshman of the Week’ on three occasions.

Says Hannah: “I am having a wonderful time in the US. It’s hard work but a lot of fun, and 
being part of a great team has made the transition from home to living in the US much easier. 

I have also enjoyed 
being part of a new 
training programme and 
benefiting from more 
varied training practices. 
I’d love to think I could 
compete in Tokyo 
in 2020 – watch this 
space!” We will, Hannah, 
we will!
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We encourage our alumnae to stay in touch with us 
through membership of the Notre Dame Alumnae 
Association, a thriving community of 2,500 former 
students who live and work all over the world. Many of 
them come back and mentor our sixth formers, giving 
them valuable insights into a range of industries and 
advising them at our regular Careers Fairs.
 

The Association also aims to help alumnae by providing useful contacts in the 
workplace. For more information, or if you have some alumnae news, please  
contact our Alumnae Manager Ros Roberts via email at alumnae@notredame.co.uk.


